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The Associations firmly believe that Avanci - being the leading 5G patent pool operators targeting 

the automotive industry - should heed these calls for transparency and lead by example. 

Unfortunately, when reviewing the information published by Avanci about its 5G Connected Vehicles 

licensing programme, we discovered that Avanci is far from being transparent. 

In fact, contrary to the conditions defined by the EU Commission and endorsed by the European 

Parliament in the proposed regulation, Avanci does not disclose the patents included in its licensing 

programme. 

Furthermore, Avanci does not provide any indication on how Avanci has confirmed that the included 

patents are actually standard essential nor does Avanci provide any pertinent information on how the 

included SEPs are licensed on FRAND terms. 

In particular, while Avanci advertises a "base running royalty" of USO 32 per vehicle (USO 29 for early 

adopters) it remains entirely unclear how Avanci has arrived at these amounts and why they are FRAND. 

On Avanci's website, these royalty rates are being promoted under the heading "market-driven pricing" 

without any reference to FRAND or FRAND principles. 

In light of this lack of transparency and driven by the desire to facilitate transparent, predictable and 

efficient licensing of 5G standard essential patents in the automotive industry and beyond, we call on 

Avanci to make public the following baseline information about its 5G Connected Vehicles licensing 

programme for 5G standard essential patents: 

1. What are the specific, purportedly standard essential patents and/or patent applications

included in the licensing programme?

2. How does Avanci ensure that patents included in the licensing programme are, in fact,

standard essential? If patents/patent applications need to pass an essentiality check before

being included in the programme, how are these checks conducted and by whom?

3. What is the rationale behind the royalty rates of USO 32 and USO 29, respectively, and how

has Avanci ascertained (if at all) that these rates are FRAND? Specifically:

a. The stated royalty rate of USO 32 is 160% of Avanci's stated royalty rate for 4G (USO 20).

What is the rationale for the difference?

b. According to statements made on Avanci's website, the stated 5G royalty rates include

use of V2X functionality. However, not all 5G connected vehicles support V2X. Does

Avanci offer reduced royalty rates for 5G connected vehicles not supporting V2X and, if

not, why?

c. Which method was used to determine those royalty rates and what specific

factors/metrics have been taken into account?
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